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On Monday 23rd March 2020 the Prime Minister Boris Johnson

announced a National lockdown. 

Retail shops, restaurant, the fitness industry and entertainment

places were all closed. People were told to work from home,

individuals were furloughed and mental health took a hit. 

Babies were being born without their dads present, health checks

were not happening and wellbeing was being ignored. Schools

and nurseries were closed and children weren't allowed out to

play. 

No one was allowed to see parents, grandparents, family or

friends. 

Everyone spoke on phones and video calling. Online meetings

became the new normal and many decided to take up running or

cycling. Family's panicked they wouldn't get food and all country

ran out of toilet roll.

It was then I decided that something must happen, mental health

must be protected. Planning went underway to create a

Mindfulness and Well-being opportunity, a month of activities,

workshops and resources to support mums online. 

A community was created to support those who needed it. A

place where it was judgement-free. 

The Unlikely Mummy online Community was created and

opportunities were made. 

With 6 live workshops, 6 experts, reaching 24 countries and

engaging over 10,000 hits, the opportunity to support mental

health was achieved. 
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WE 'VE  REACHED

OUR  HIGEST

AUDIENCE  

Last November (2020)
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STATISTICS  AND  REACH

The Mindfulness and Wellbeing month saw over 10,000 hits of

engagement across the Online Community and social media

with 6 Live workshops from 6 expert ladies within their field.

All session were Live and interactive with the opportunity to

save and watch back when it was convenient. 

In addition to the Live sessions, there was a Mindfulness Art

session with free worksheet giveaways and a great way to

learn a new skill. 



From postnatal and perinatal support, gentle exercise,

nutritional advice, art and meditation there was something

for everyone who wanted to engage in the Mindfulness and

Wellbeing month. 

All workshops were delivered by women and exclusive to

women within the community. There was opportunity to ask

questions and the community was signpost to further

support. 
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WHAT  IT  LOOKED  LIKE



Between 10% and 20% of women develop mental health

problems during pregnancy or within a year of giving birth

(referred to as the ‘perinatal’ period). Examples of these

illnesses include antenatal and postnatal depression, obsessive

compulsive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and

postpartum psychosis. 

One act of kindness can have a positive ripple effect across all

Communities. Wellbeing months can install confidence, self

care, self love, self worth and opportunities to understand and

explore personal beliefs. This can be achieved through self

reflection and understanding what the needs of an individual

are.

THE  IMPACT  
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At the time of impact (pre Lockdown) studies showed that 70%

of new mums experienced mental health struggles and

untreated 1 in 5 problems can lead to being devastating. 

This has increased due to the national pandemic and therefore

more support is needed to support the increasing 2 million

children living within households with mental illnesses.

Introducing simple techniques such as Mindfulness,

meditation, exercise and nutritional advice can have a positive

impact on all lives.
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THE  IMPACT  



Effective planning and understanding the needs of the

Community, will shape a plan created to suit all users within the

community. 

Finding times that would benefit all within the community and to

be able to have recorded sessions available.

All workshops had 40+ views with some workshops having

multiple viewings, which shows there is a demand for need when

it comes to the mental health of mums.
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THE  IMPACT  



The Unlikely Mummy online Community offered

something for everyone
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THE  IMPACT  

The workshops gave everyone the opportunity to access

something that would be important to them. This included

Mindfulness art, nutrition advice, exercises and self-care.

At the end of the month appreciation letters were sent to

all ladies to say 'Thank You'. Graditude was given to the

incredible mums who supported the project. 

A little thanks can go an incredibly long way. 



Building a Community is a long term goal, helping mums

through difficult times is ultimate outcome. 

Communities are built to support one and another and when this

occurs it gives greater opportunity to give more. 

Motherhood can be one of the loneliness places, with a lot of

guilt, lack of sleep and neglect in personal care and needs. It is

important that support is for everyone. This community has been

created to support other mums. 
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FEEDBACK



"Thank you for doing this every week"

"Awesome program of events Kavita..."

"Definitely going to watch again..."

Feedback is the best source of knowing what went right

or what can be improved on for the future.

Understanding the benefits of what Mindfulness and

Wellbeing can bring to mums it important to everyone

who has the opportunity to access them. 
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FEEDBACK



Pre and postnatal, nutrition advice, mindfulness and meditation,

mindfulness art, exercises and self-care are just some of the talents the

'experts' have when delivering Mindfulness and Well-being during

November 2020. 

When women, especially mums have a passion to help other mums it

builds a bigger and better Community. 

Each expert brought their own unique experiences to each session and

made every woman in the community feel safe and secure offering an

incredible amount of knowledge. 
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MEET  THE  EXPERTS
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WHAT  ARE  THE  NEXT  STEPS?

Understanding the benefits of what a month of personal self-care can give

another mum is invaluable. Self-care is viewed as a five-minute shower,

which is unacceptable when a mother is already exhausted. It was identified

there was a need for self-care opportunities, even if it was 30 minutes or an

hour, whether it was listening or watching back at a time that is quieter, it is

a time suitable for the individual.

The next steps for The Unlikely Mummy's Online Community will be

delivering annual Mindfulness and Wellbeing activities and sessions

throughout the month of November for a week, exclusive to the free

community.  

After asking for feedback on how to shape the future it was  suggested that

individuals would be willing to pay for tailored sessions, would like more

live sessions throughout the day, not just the evenings. Being able to watch

the sessions at a later date and having downloadable resources to help with

the sessions. It was also said to have additional information to be

signposted to. 

On reflection and feedback, Mindfulness and Wellbeing will be a themed

week event to give the best to mums at one time to help manage workloads

and juggling childcare. 

The next Mindfulness and Wellbeing event will be Monday 22nd November

to Sunday 28th November 2021 and the theme will be Self Care.

 



A mum of two, living in London. A strong believer in putting

mums mental health first above all. 

Being diagnosed with postnatal depression with my eldest

child, Sheused this experience to create The Unlikely Mummy to

help mothers. Giving the opportunity for all mums to have a

'time-out.'

For more information please visit 

or  check out Social Media. 
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ABOUT  KAVITA  TREVENA

www.theunlikelymummy.co.uk

http://www.instagram.com/theunlikelymummy
http://www.theunlikelymummy.co.uk/
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